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Where two of Japan’s most pervasive symbols collide
Chances are you have seen this view of Mount
Fuji before. From postcards to murals in airport
terminals (Salt Lake City, Utah, USA), this view
from the iconic Chureito Pagoda here in
Fujiyoshida is one of the most publicized images
of our beloved world treasure. Lights from the
pagoda can be seen hovering over the city from
Mt. Arakurayama and many people ascend the
approximately 400 stairs to catch a glimpse of this
world famous view. Cherry blossom or sakura
season attracts even more visitors who come to
enjoy the combined pleasure of viewing Mount
Fuji ﬂoating atop a sea of these delicate pink and
white ﬂowers. Many people can recognize and
appreciate the visual splendor of sakura but few
many know the extensive history and cultural
signiﬁcance they have in Japan.

Sakura & Japanese Identity

Contact the International Affairs Desk

My bet is that if I were to ask a group of people
from around the world to identify symbols that
they associate with Japan, sakura and Fuji would
be in that list. Sakura have been heavily
incorporated into imagery associated with Japan
and in Japanese art forms such as traditional
ukioe painting and textile manufacturing. But its
cultural signiﬁcance surpasses visual aesthetic.

Emiko Ohkuni-Tierney, a Japanese-American
anthropologist and author of “Kamikaze, Cherry
iadfuji@city.fujiyoshida.lg.jp
Blossom and Nationalisms,” has devoted much of
fujiyoshida_iad
her life researching the signiﬁcance and inﬂuence
www.facebook.com/iadFUJI of sakura on Japanese identity and psyche. In a
recent PBS Newshour segment, she illuminated
http://www.city.fujiyoshida.yamanashi.jp/ the long history of sakura symbolism, metaphor
div/english/html/index.html
and rhetoric dating all the way back to the
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photo taken from nekoetsushi.com

“Kojiki,” a compilation of myths written in the
early 8th century believed to tell the unique
origins of the Japan in which sakura were
depicted as sacred embodiments of mountain
gods. The “Kojiki” was commissioned in an eﬀort
to reinforce Japan’s uniqueness when fears of
Chinese inﬂuence arose during the Tang Dynasty’s
height of cultural, economic and military inﬂuence
(Roﬂes, PBS, 2013). Thus sakura soon became
synonymous with the “Japanese spirit” thought to
be unique to the Japanese alone.

Sakura Symbolism
At the center of sakura’s pervasive symbolism is
its breathtaking beauty tainted only by its
desperately short lifespan. Accordingly, the
ﬂower is a metaphor for the ﬂeeting, fragile
beauty of life and has been utilized as a poetic
literary symbol as well as a potent unifying
military symbol throughout Japan’s long and rich
history.

Sakura as Status
It is said that the original ﬂower viewing or
“hanami” was performed as a religious
celebration later to be adapted by the imperial
court as an aristrocratic festival during the Heian
period, a time of artistic advancement and
imperial exuberance. Subsequently, sakura were
widely incorporated in art, literature and poetry
from this time. References to “hanami” are found
in Murasaki Shikibu’s classic masterpiece, “The
Tale of Genji” penned at the height of the Heian
Period.
Continued on PAGE 5
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updates from Frozen Fujiyoshida
I

A D F U J
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※ Fujiyoshida City homepage back under construction.
※ Application period for the 67th Annual Fuji Mountain
Race to commence on 3/24 (Monday).
・This year’s application and registration process
will diﬀer from previous years. Please visit the
race page on the Fujiyoshida City homepage to
access detailed information on this year’s race.

Record-breaking snows in Fujiyoshida brought the city to a standstill.
Snowfall began on a Friday morning and within 24 hours the city had
accumulated 143 cm of snow (just under 5 ft). Though citizens spent the
entire weekend shoveling, the problem soon became where to put the
displaced snow. Roads remained blocked by building-high snow drifts and
people traveled by foot to stock their homes with whatever limited food
supplies they could ﬁnd. Local convenience stores sold out of most of their
stock within the ﬁrst afternoon and delivery trucks were unable to access the
city until the highway reopened much later in the week. City hall remained
on call and announcements ran throughout the city through the emergency
intercom system. Community members reached out to each other and we
were able to see ﬁrst hand the power of cooperation and organization.
photo taken by Rachael Palmer

※ Free Japanese classes oﬀered by the city.
・Tuesdays (10:00-11:30) *One-on-One
Shimoyoshida South Community Center
Run by friendly volunteers
・Wednesdays (7:30-9:00) *Conversation
Shimoyoshida Community Center
Led by licensed teacher
・Fridays (7:30-9:00) *Reading/Writing
Shimoyoshida Community Center
Led by licensed teacher
※ Pertinent emergency information for foreign
residents, including information regarding
snow-related emergencies like what we experienced
in mid-February, is available on the English homepage
and Facebook during emergency situations

photo taken by Sheena Turner

・A new page has been added to the
Fujiyoshida City homepage with
information regarding local emergency
shelters, services and protocol. Please
refer to this page and contact iadFUJI
with any questions and/or concerns

Run Fuji Run!

67th Annual Fuji Moutain Race

The time has come yet again for this tremendous event
organized and hosted annually by Fujiyoshida City.
Amibitous athletes from all over the country and globe
will converge in our streets for the challenge and
experience of a lifetime in the 67th Annual Fuji Mountain
Race! Foreign racer participation is capped at 50 and
applications are accepted on a ﬁrst come ﬁrst serve basis
Race Details:
・There are two courses in the Fuji Moutain Race.
○ 5th Station Course
15 km // approx. 1480 m elevation gain
○ Summit Course
21 km // approx. 3000 m elevation gain
Time constraints:
City Hall → 5th Station:
2 h 20 m
5th Station → 8th Station: 1 h 40 m
8th Station → Summit:
0 h 30 m
Racer Qualiﬁcations:
- Adequate prior race experience
- Distance and ﬁnish times are reviewed by the local
track and ﬁeld association.
- Must be over 18 years of age on race day
Application & Registration:
http://www.city.fujiyoshida.yamanashi.jp/div/english/ht
ml/race.html (detailed information on the race available)

Dearest Readers,
What a month February has been! Fujiyoshida was buried by record
breaking snowfall unlike anything I have ever seen despite having lived in the
great American north and in mountainous Colorado. Many of my friends were
kind enough to express concern upon converting my reports of 146 centimeters
of accumulation to inches. “The snow is over your head! Stay at home!” they
would say. At 149 cm they were not far off. I felt very loved, and very short.
As in any nasty situation I tend to search for the silver lining (or at least I
did this time) and I came to this conclusion: I have never had such a good
workout for free! I, alongside every responsible member of the Fujiyoshida
community, have shoveled snow everyday for several hours for the past several
days. Talk about an arm and back workout! Moreover the cruddy conditions of
the roads forced everyone to walk everywhere for the �irst few days following
Snowmageddon. Walking long distances in snow is more taxing on the legs
than you might imagine but it was well worth it to exchange greetings and
words of encouragement with neighbors and strangers alike. One could really
feel a sense of unity and comradery in the face of disaster and be reminded of
the inherent strength and resilience of the human spirit.
March and April will bring warmer weather and with it will come cherry
blossom season. The �iscal year will end and children will begin spring
vacation. Fujiyoshida and Fuji Five Lakes will bloom with the colors, scents and
liveliness of spring as we bid farewell to a wearing winter and breath new life
into our beautiful city at the base of magni�icent Mt. Fuji.
Yumi Matson
Coordinator for International Relations, Fujiyoshida City Hall,

fujiyoshida & the world
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FAREWELL FUJIYOSHIDA

Spring is often associated with new life and new beginnings. Spring in Japan
also marks the end of one ﬁscal year and the beginning of another. For
employees in the civil service sector this often means transitioning from one
division, department or school to another. For local children this means the end
of the school year & the beginning of spring vacation. Teachers prepare to
welcome a new class & students prepare to return to classrooms in April. This
pattern is extremely familiar to local ALT & Interac head teacher Sheena Turner
who is closing out her 4th year in Fujiyoshida & 7th(!) year teaching in
Yamanashi. This year, however, Sheena will experience an altogether new
beginning as she leaves her post as resident expert & local go-to & makes her
way to Osaka to grace the classrooms of the ever-edgy, ever-appealing Kansai
region. Sheena has successfully passed the highest level (N1) of the Japanese
Language Proﬁciency Test (JLPT) & speaks with ﬂawless pronunciation. She will
undoubtedly thrive regardless of where in the country she ends up. We were
able to catch Sheena during the busiest period of her transition (the dreaded
packing period) & she was kind enough to give us a glimpse of her time here &
the impressions she will part with. Thank you, Sheena for your tremendous
dedication and leadership during your time here! You will be very missed!

Tell us about YOU
What are your hobbies?
Photography, computers, cooking, knitting/crocheting
If you could choose one location to get an all-expenses
paid roundtrip ticket where would it be?
The United Kingdom. I want to have a cup of tea at the
original Twinings tea store and then head to Scotland to
visit locations that appear in one of my favorite book series
(Outlander)
Do you collect anything?
Hello Kitty Gotochi Phone Straps (I have over 300)
Gotochi Form Postcards
What do you want to be when you grow up?
Unrealistically – a travel or landscape photographer
Realistically – If I ever return to the States, I want to get
into study abroad or international education, probably as
a study abroad advisor. If I stay in Japan, something
similar or tourism related.

You & School
What was your role in your school?
Little bit of everything – from English teacher, to resident
expert on all things non-Japanese with a side of computer
tech thrown in there. I love interacting with my kids
outside of class as well – goo�ing around with them during
lunch and recess is often one of the highlights of my day.
What did you do in your classroom?
Lots and lots of laughing. I loved bantering back and
forth with the kids while we were learning.

ALTCORNER

What is your teaching philosophy?
My job is often so much more than what goes on in the
classroom. Not all of my students will go on to become
�luent English speakers or even continue to study English
outside of what’s required for school, but if I can introduce
them to a little bit of my culture and get them used to
being around and speaking with someone who’s culturally
different, then I feel like I’ve had some success.
What will your parting words to your kids be?
Thank you for never failing to put a smile on my face and
make me laugh. When I �irst came to Fujiyoshida I had
very little experience teaching elementary school and was
so nervous about it, but you quickly made me feel at ease.
It’s been an absolute joy to be your teacher and I’ll
treasure the memories we’ve made together for the rest of
my life. I wish you nothing but the best in the future and
I’ll always be cheering you on from afar.

You & Fujiyoshida
What did you gain through your experiences here?
I’ve grown so much both personally and professionally
while living here; it’s hard to sum it up in a few words. I’m
g r a tef ul to th e s c h o o ls a nd m y c o wo rkers f o r a n
environment that really allowed me to experiment and
come into my own as a teacher. I’m grateful for the
amazing friends, both foreign and local, that have come
into my life as a result of living here.
What will you miss most about Fujiyoshida?
My students, my friends, and living in such an amazingly
beautiful area.

Name:
Age:
Hometown:
Birthday:
Zodiac:

Sheena Turner
29
Red Oak, Iowa, USA
March 30
Aries

“Thank you for an
amazing 4 years. I
couldn’t have asked for a
better place to live and
work in. Fujiyoshida will
always be a second home
for me and hold a very
special place in my heart.
I’m very sad to be
leaving, but I’m walking
away knowing that I
have made friendships
and connections here that
will last a lifetime.
To the incoming ALTs, I
think you’ll find you’ve
truly hit the jackpot when
it comes to placements.
This experience is
incredible and you
couldn’t ask for a better
place to call home or
better people to work
with while you’re here.
Make the most of it! ”

Farewell Edition

“Walk into every class with a smile and a good attitude no matter what because students feed oﬀ of your vibe. If you’re having fun, they
will have fun. It’s all about positive thinking,” says peppy local ALT Stephanie Minami of her teaching philosophy. A 25 year-old Bay Area
(San Francisco, California, USA) girl and graduate of San Diego State University, Stephanie may strike you as an all-around Cali girl but don’t
let the Bay pride fool you she’s far more global than you might expect. Born in Japan and raised stateside in a bilingual household with a
Japanese mother and Swiss father, Stephanie was able to retain her Japanese and returned to Japan this
time to put her language to use and reconnect with her Japanese side. She is closing out her second year
here at the base of Mt. Fuji and will be returning home (cue “Going Back to Cali”) at the end of this
academic year to pursue her dream of becoming a school therapist. “It’s deﬁnitely starting to hit me
now that I will be leaving in a few months. It’s really bittersweet,” Stephanie says of her upcoming move.
She claims that her experience teaching in the Japanese classroom solidiﬁed her desire to put her degree
in psychology to work in a school setting. “I love talking to the students and my fellow teachers and now
I know that I really want to go into school psychology,” she says with determination. When asked about
her favorite part of the job, Stephanie expressed her love of watching her students gradually improve, “I
love seeing the students grow, it’s deﬁnitely rewarding.” Stephanie has done a tremendous service to
the children in her care here at Fujimidai Junior High School and Fuji Elementary School by bringing her
bright personality and positive attitude to class every day. We have no doubts that her unwavering
positivity and respect of others and self will take her far in life. Thank you for all of your hard work and
dedication Stephanie, Fujiyoshida will miss you!

Stephanie Minami, 25

“Living in Fujiyoshida was one of the best experiences of my life. I will take home with me so many
wonderful memories and will never forget the people I have met the last two years. To all my friends
who are staying here, have fun and enjoy every minute of it! Don’t miss me too much :) And to all my
students and fellow teachers at Fuji Elementary and Fujimidai JHS, I had an amazing time working with
you all. I`m so blessed to have worked at such great schools and thank you for making me part of your
family. Finally, to the next ALT, take a million pictures of Mt. Fuji, the students are all amazing so have
fun at work, and take it all in because time really does �ly by. I will miss you all so much! Love you!”

innovative initiatives
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an introduction to the

by Founder & Guide Brent Potter
The traﬃc jam near the summit of Fuji was causing
serious delays and the sky was getting brighter by the
minute, causing nearby climbers to get panicky about
missing the sunrise. Squinting up the trail I spotted the
source of the hold up--a yellow stretcher attempting to
weave its way down the trail causing even more chaos
in the pre-dawn light. As it passed, I got a glimpse of the
injured foreigner inside--he was wearing jeans, tennis
shoes, and a 100yen store plastic jacket that was
condensing on the inside. It was my ﬁrst summit of Fuji,
I was 9 years old.
That memory stuck with me for a long time. What
had happened to that foreigner? What went wrong?
The questions stuck with me throughout my two year
mountain guide training I attended in Canada a decade
later. Thatʼs where I started formulating answers to the
question I had asked back when I was nine.
The problem seemed to be an under-rating of Fuji's
dangers. Someone would climb the mountain in jeans
and a cotton T-shirt on a sunny day, then post about it
on a blog noting that Fuji is such an easy climb. Then
another person would read the blog post, go to climb in
jeans and a T-shirt, and get hypothermia because the
particular day that they climbed, Fuji happened to be
ice-raining upside-down; a common phenomenon on
Fuji where the wind blows half-ice/half-rain up the
slope of the mountain in such a way that the rain
actually comes from below--not the best territory for
testing out any gear from the 100yen store.
Maybe the problem was misinformation about how
dangerous Fuji can be. Maybe some foreigners wouldn't
climb Fuji on their own if they didn't have to. Maybe
some would be open to good advice that could
potentially save lives. Maybe foreigners needed more
options.

The climbing season is
approaching but I still have so
many questions... Where can I
get more information?

Back in 2007 when I ﬁrst started Fuji Mountain
Guides, foreigners had no options. At the time there
were no English speaking guiding companies on Fuji
and foreigners just had to ﬁgure it out on their own
and go with information that they got from blogs (or
misinformation, as was the case with the jeans-wearing
stretcher rider I mentioned earlier). Beyond more
options and a safer climb, I started Fuji Mountain
Guides so that foreigners could actually have a good
experience on Fuji.
You see, having grown up in Japan and known
dozens of foreigners who have climbed the mountain,
approximately 0% of them ever had anything good to
say about the experience after it was over. Indeed,
when they came back from the trip they retold the tale
as if they were old war veterans retelling POW stories.
Why would anyone climb Fuji if it was such a horrible
experience?
In 2007, I tried to change that by creating our humble
company. Now, after guiding over 700 clients to the
summit of Fuji, we've met our goal of making climbing
safer and more fun than ever. And best of all, over 93%
of our clients say that they would recommend us to
their friends and family--and that's enough to keep me
climbing Fuji over 50 times ■

Photo taken from the FMG website.

www.fujimountainguides.com

Mount Fuji Resources

Yamanashi & Shizuoka Prefecture Ministry of Environment
（Oﬃcial Mount Fuji Climbing Information Site）

・Rules & Regulations・Nature, Hstory & Culture・Safety & Risk
≪ www.fujisan-climb.jp/en/ ≫

Fujiyoshida City Hall International Affairs Desk
・Yoshida Trail・Access・Moumtain Huts・Trail Map・FAQ

≪ www.city.fujiyoshida.yamanashi.jp/div/english/html/climb.html ≫

Mount Fuji Explorer（フジヤマ Navi）

・Trail Options・Mt. Fuji Info・Necessities・Preparation・FAQ
≪ www.fujiyama-navi.jp/fujitozan/en/ ≫

blurbs & babble
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FLOWER POWER
Contemporary Hanami
continued from front page

Flower viewing as experienced in contemporary Japan is the highlight of spring,
and is enjoyed by families, couples, coworkers and friends. Crowds gather in
local parks to sit beneath blooming sakura trees on tarps while feasting on
boxed lunches and sipping on spirits. It is a celebration of the coming of spring
and an opportunity to contemplate the simple yet mesmerizingly beautiful
beauty of the ﬂowers and of life itself.

A Hanami How To...

Where to Go - Picking a good location is key to an excellent hanami experience

photos taken from Japan-guide.com

Nationwide Hanami Hotspots

Yoshinoyama

Shinjuku Gyoen

Nara Prefecture

Philosopher’s Path

Shinjuku, Tokyo

Higashiyama District, Kyoto

What to Bring - Coming prepared is perhaps the most important key to having a good time. Scrambling to get
things while out is a drag, not to mention nearly impossible depending on where you post up.
Utensils

Seating

Fluids

Food

Garbage Bags

Tips for Your Viewing Pleasure are Available on the World Wide Web

“How To Hanami” - Japan National Tourism Organization
https://www.jnto.go.jp/eng/indepth/exotic/JapanesQue/1202/sakurahanami.html

“A Beginner’ s Guide to Hanami” - Japan-Guide

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2011_how.html **features the Chureito Pagoda (PAGE 1)

“The Hanami How To’ - Japan Experience

http://www.japan-experience.com/news/agenda/the-hanami-how-to

“Have a Hanami Party in 7 Easy Steps’ - Wander Tokyo
http://wandertokyo.com/have-a-hanami/
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Application Period for the 67th Annual Mt. Fuji Race

The application period for this year’s race will be limited
to 3 days. Applications will not accepted outisde of this
time frame regardless of whether the maximum number
of participants has been met. See more on the race on
the City Page (pg. 2)
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2014 Mt. Fuji Climbing Season
Yoshida Trail → *7/1 - 9/14

Gotemba, Fujinomiya, Subashiri Trails → 7/10 - 9/10

*Though the oﬃcial climbing season for the Yoshida Trail
will commence on 7/1, there will be no mountain huts or
facilities in operation above station 8.5 until 7/10 due to all
huts, facilities and services between 8.5 and the summit
being under the management of the Shizuoka side whose
climbing season does not commence until 7/10. The
summit will be accessible, however all climbers should be
weary of the lack of restrooms and services until 7/10.

Hinamatsuri

Every year on March 3rd, the
natiion celebrates, Girt’s Day
or Doll’s Day as it has also become known. It
is a tradition that extends back to the Heian
period when it was believed that bad spirits
could be transferred to dolls and be disposed
of when the dolls were taken down. Dolls are decorated
in households with girls on a tiered platform draped with
crimson fabric. Though this tradition is thought to bring
good fortune, it is also thought that if the dolls are taken
down too late, then the daughters will marry late or fail to get married
at all. Interestingly, Fujiyoshida celebrates Girl’s Day on April 3rd .

hiking with
hilsendeger
Compiled by Trevor Hilsendeger

Mt. Takagawayama
Yamanashi Top 100

View From Mt. Takagawayama

ACCESS

Elevation: 975m
Total hiking time: 4-5 hrs
Difficulty: Easy/Average
Risk: Little

START: Fujikyu Line to Kasei ( 禾生 ) station.
・Head under the Chuo Expressway and cross the Katsura River( 桂川 ).
・Turn left and in approx. 200m you'll see a sign board at a three way.
・Turn right and follow the road and signs for approx. 30 minutes.
・You'll come to a lone house on your right and the actual hiking trail begins.
There are 2 courses:
① Furuyado Course ( 古宿 ) to the right
② Shiranosawa Course ( シラノサワ ) to the left
Both go to the same place, take the same amount of time and offer their
own charm. I suggest the Shirano Course up and the Furuyado down.
Recently hikers can enjoy the company of Bikki the dog who makes her
home here. With the amazing viewpoint from this spot, I can see why.

We are in the coldest months of the year
now. The last place many people would
consider going is the exposed top of a
high hill. The elevation of Fujiyoshida is
around 800m and Yamanaka 1000m,
making these locations some of the
coldest around. Taking these numbers
into consideration, let me introduce a
peak that is only 975m high and oﬀers:
・a great hike with several options
・a chance to see the Maglev Linear Line
・a stunning 360 degree view
・a crystal clear shot of Mt. Fuji
・a chance to meet Bikki the dog.
You may even get a chance to see
monkeys while climbing here, too!

